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Exclusively from



SESSION SERIES
Created by the award-winning team of Busk+Hertzog, the Session design concept is founded in Nordic design, but 
embraces an international approach. With a Shaker simplicity, it refl ects elements of both Japanese and Danish traditions. 

The classic lines express a strong sense of form, suitable to a range of applications from shared spaces to private offi  ces. 
All Session models are beautifully crafted in the Danish tradition and certifi ed to meet the high standards of the Danish 
Furnituremakers’ Quality Control.

The Session Relax Chair features a fully upholstered back for added ease. Relax off ers superior comfort as conference, 
guest and occasional seating. Lightweight Session Relax can stack 5 high and is off ered in High Back and Medium 
Back models. If desired, the 18” Session Stool complements the chair perfectly as an ottoman. 

Session - Low TablesLoungeRelax High Back Relax Medium BackChair Stool/Ottoman



An elegant series of meeting tables extends the Session concept, and is offered in a large range of shapes and 
sizes. The table top derives strength and light weight from a honeycomb cove and engineered construction.  
The table top has a slim, beveled profile and a unique leg concept, which can be positioned inset, flush or bridging  
adjacent tops. Table leaves can create extended configurations, using shared legs and linking brackets. 

Meeting Table details

Flemming Busk and Stephan Hertzog are among the most award-winning Danish designers in 
their generation. Informed by nature, their designs are clean, minimalist and sculptural with  
impeccable structural form.  Firmly founded in the Nordic design tradition, they also creatively 
imbue their creations with resonant international design perspectives

DESIGNERS BUSK + HERTZOG
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FULLY UPHOLSTERED

Visit Trendway.com/mo to see the full palette of textile options and sample ordering information.

SEATING FRAME + TABLE TOP, EDGE, LEGS | Wood

maple beech oak black 
stained oak

TABLE TOP | Laminate

TABLE TOP | Linoleum

ashpebble pewter charcoal conifernero burgundy mauve

MEETING TABLES | Shapes + Sizes
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